
Kit List - Rock Climbing Instructor Assessment

As you are ready for assessment we expect you’ll likely have all of your own personal kit you need to run climbing 
sessions safely. We appreciate you likely won’t have certain items of group kit such as rigging ropes though and where 
we can provide kit it’s mentioned below. If there is anything that you do need please discuss this with us before the 
course and we’ll do our best to help.

Personal Technical Kit - please ensure any personal climbing kit you bring is in good, serviceable condition.

 Chalk Bag - particularly useful for hot, sweaty days, but also good for instructional purposes.

 Harness - we expect you’ll have your own, please ensure it’s in good condition.

 Helmet - we expect you’ll have your own, please ensure it’s in good condition.

 Belay Device(s) - we expect you’ll have your own, ensure it’s in good condition. If you have extras bring them too.

 Prussiks x 2 - key personal equipment. We recommend 5-6mm width cord or even better, the Beal Jammy is pre-
sewn and 5.5mm width, or the pre-sewn Edelrid 30cm 6mm Aramid Cord Sling.

 Nutkey - key to getting your gear back. DMM Nutbuster is a great nutkey.

 Lanyard - these are fast becoming standard kit for working and we’ll expect you to have a method of securing 
yourself when working near edges. There are loads to choose from, the Kong Slyde is a good cheap setup and the Petzl 
Connect Adjust is a great but not so cheap setup!

 Belay Glasses* - optional, but highly recommend as a personal investment; a lot cheaper than physio!

 Climbing Shoes - we expect you’ll have you own, a comfy pair that can be worn for longer periods is best.

 Approach Shoes - a reasonably sticky pair of trainers will keep you safe and comfortable cutting about the crag.

Climbing Rack - bring what you have. Our typical personal climbing rack is below. You’ll want a few extra slings and 
more screwgates than you might ordinarily carry climbing for group setups.

 2 Sets of Nuts on Wires - DMM Walnuts are our favorite, with a set of Wild Country Rocks to complement.

 Set of Cams - DMM Dragons are our favorite. A full set 0-6 is great if you can afford it, otherwise 2-5 to start with.  
 and/or  
      Hexes - the cams above are pretty pricey, hexes cover the same larger sizes for a lot less money. Our    
      favorites by far are the DMM Torque Nuts on Dyneema as they cover a really wide range compared to other designs.

 12 Quickdraws - DMM Phantoms are awesome if they’re not too small for your hands. 4 x 12cm, 4 x 16cm, 2 x 
25cm and 2 x 60cm we think is a good mix. Can be purchased in packs; purchase 60cm slings separately.

 120cm Slings x 3 - Dyneema are popular and light, we like Edelrid Tech Web Slings as they’re easier to unknot.

 240cm Sling - giant sling! They can be a bit unwieldy and non-essential if you’re swinging leads with a partner 
about the same level as you. A few of these can be useful for rigging purposes.
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 Screwgates - we recommend 1 large HMS (DMM Boa) for clove hitches and 3 smaller D shapes (DMM Phantoms /
Shadows) for general climbing. Bring as many screwgates as you can for this course, ideally 2 large HMS screwgates.

 Racking Carabiners - a hot topic! My top tip - don’t go too small as to make them fiddly, I prefer carabiners that 
have a “nose” to help stop all your wires disappearing if you do something silly. Bonus points for colour coordinating 
with cam sizes and the rest of your rack. I like the DMM Spectre as they’re a good size yet light.

 Rope - if you have a single rope in good condition please bring it along.

Other Personal Kit - general kit to stay comfortable.

 Climbing Clothes - anything loose fitting, and stretchy for movement. Synthetic materials over cotton for wet days.

 Waterproof Top and Bottoms - these should be “Hard Shell”, as opposed to “Soft Shell” material, which is only 
water resistant! We’ll use our specialist local knowledge to try and find the driest crags and head to an indoor climbing 
wall for some time; but it could still be pretty damp!

 Warm Kit - again, we’ll be outside 2 days, bring plenty of warm stuff like a synthetic belay jacket, hat, gloves...

 Sun Hat, Sun Glasses, Sun Screen - if we’re lucky we might get sunny weather!

 Mobile Phone – think about waterproofing, and any apps you’d want installed for emergencies.

 Water Bottle and/or Flask - we’re big fans of Nalgenes (BPA free), and Klean Kanteen or Frank Green flasks.

 Food - anything light, tasty & full of energy that can survive being in a rucksack and maybe even stuffed in a pocket.

 Personal First Aid Kit - a basic small kit; DIY is best. We recommend a light plastic whistle, personal meds & 
painkillers (pill-cases are great for organising), tick remover, compression dressing, zinc oxide tape (versatile), vetwrap, 
steri-strips, non-adherent dressing / cling-film, safety pins, alcohol wipes, latex gloves, CPR face shield, Dioralyte, 
GlucoGel or similar, small blade / scissors, waterproof paper and pen. Make sure it’s obviously marked & waterproofed.

 Rucksack - anything you can stuff plenty of kit into, we’ll be giving you some extra group kit to carry.

 Other Resources - anything that would help you run a safe, inspiring and fun climbing session! Any props you may 
have for climbing coaching, warm up games, useful climbing kit, climbing guidebooks etc....

Group Kit - we understand you might not have some of this kit, we can provide starred (*) items.

 Static Rope* - for rigging & abseils, don’t buy one especially but if you have a static bring it along.

 Rope Protector(s)* -  don’t buy especially but if you have bring along.

 Figure Eight Device* -  don’t buy especially but if you have one bring it along.

 Clipstick* -  don’t buy especially but if you have bring along. We like the Beta Stick Evo.
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Other Stuff - a few important bits here!

 Logbook -  ensure your logbook (ideally DLOG) is up to date and you have all the prerequisites for assessment.

 First Aid Certificate - please bring evidence of the 16 hr first aid course you attended.

 Completed Homepaper - we’ll send you out a homepaper. Please complete and bring to the assessment as we’ll 
discuss the questions and answers as part of a relaxed, group chat.

Top Tips - totally optional, but I’d recommend going through the below as preparation.

 Rock Climbing by Libby Peter - this is the official handbook for the Mountain Training 
Rock Climbing schemes and is a worthwhile investment if you don’t already own it. Much 
of what is covered on the course is included within the book with helpful diagrams and it’s 
a great reference for revising before assessment. Look out for the latest revised 2nd edition.

 RCI Handbook -  the Rock Climbing Instructor Scheme Handbook, can be downloaded 
from Mountain Training. It details the syllabus, assessment process and what standards
and criteria your assessor will be assessing you against. Worth familiarising yourself with it!

 RCI Skills Checklist -  this is a great document from Mountain Training to prep for
 assessment, & help identify any syllabus areas that might need work. Essentially a shorter
aide-memoire to the handbook above. It can be downloaded from Mountain Training here.

If you’re buying a few items of kit don’t be scared to ask for a discount 
(most stores offer discount to BMC members (worthwhile joining), 
mountaineering club members, students etc. as standard).

We highly recommend V12 Outdoor in Llanberis. They are our 
favorite climbing shop with an amazing range of kit, super friendly and 
knowledgeable staff and they’re local – 100m from our door in Llanberis! 
We’ve set up a 15% discount for Mountain Independence clients with them.
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